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Jenoptik Traffic Solutions UK has opened a new
head office in Camberley, Surrey
The new office at Watchmoor Park, Camberley is more than just a new building – it brings
together two previously separate offices and represents an opportunity for UK based staff
to work together in more efficient, enjoyable ways.
Jenoptik has continued to expand its presence in the UK, whilst also supporting and growing international
business through our divisional offices overseas. An important part of this strategy was the desire to bring
together the Frimley and Wokingham offices under one roof, which was achieved with the Camberley office
opening for business on Monday 29th October.
Starting with a blank canvas, workspaces have been designed around the business and staff needs, making
it an inviting space with new, modern furniture, décor and facilities throughout. Learning from the
limitations of the old offices, some of the benefits delivered by the new location include; ample parking for
staff and visitors; multiple enclosed rooms for meetings; hot desks for remote staff; a dedicated indoor
camera testing facility; refreshment and breakout areas; secure server rooms for data hosting.
With the improved facilities and latest IT work aids, Jenoptik anticipates more visitors, with international
colleagues and customers coming to visit, making use of the space for training, presentations and meetings.
Bringing over 60 staff together under one roof represents a real milestone in the development of Jenoptik’s
business, encouraging collaborative working and faster reaction to the needs of local and international
markets.
Richard Gorringe, MD of Jenoptik Traffic Solutions UK said:
“Having seen our business go through many changes and challenges over the last decade, it is very
exciting for me to finally realise one significant change which is bringing our two key locations under one
roof. We have been able to invest in a new home that not only suits all our current business needs, but is
flexible enough for us to continue to adapt to future requirements.
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A very important benefit is the bringing together of our core competencies which encourages
enhanced working practices and efficiencies that will lead to a better, stronger business, whilst being able
to give our employees the kind of environment they deserve to work in.”
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The new address is:
JENOPTIK Traffic Solutions UK Ltd
Ten Watchmoor Park, Riverside Way
Camberley, Surrey, GU15 3YL, UK
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About Jenoptik
As a globally operating technology group, Jenoptik divides its activities into three segments: Optics & Life
Science, Mobility as well as Defense & Civil Systems.
The Traffic Solutions unit in the Mobility segment develops, manufactures and distributes components,
systems and services which contribute towards greater road traffic safety throughout the world. The
product portfolio comprises comprehensive systems relating to all aspects of road traffic, such as speed
measurement and red light monitoring systems, OEM (Original Equipment Manufacturer) products and
systems for the detection of traffic violations. Expertise extends to measuring average speed over a defined
section of road (section speed control) and automated number plate recognition (ANPR). Thanks to the
digital combination of several sensor technologies with software and data management, Jenoptik is also a
new systems supplier for truck toll monitoring on federal highways in Germany. In the service field we cover
every aspect of the traffic safety process chain.
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